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Rethinking the Integrative Ideal: Housing

Drew S. Days, III

Nobody talks about racial integration anymore. Is it because we don’t believe in it? That we never believed in it? Is it because whites think that African-Americans have turned their backs on the integrative ideal? Have blacks endured too many acts of racism to trust even the most sincere white avowals of commitment to a shared destiny in America? Is integration, in our increasingly multi-racial versus bi-racial society, too conceptually and logistically challenging? Or are we just all worn out? I think the answer is probably all of the above.

The 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision articulated an integrative ideal. It created a vision that children of all races would be educated together not only about reading, writing, and arithmetic but also about American democracy and the role that they were expected to play in our society. In one of its famous passages, the Court said:

Today, education is perhaps the most important function of state and local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws and the great expenditures for education both demonstrate our recognition of the importance of education to our democratic society. It is required in the performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even service in the armed forces. It is the very foundation of good citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made available to all on equal terms.

I am an integrationist. I believe that whatever our current condition with respect to race relations, the only hope for our Nation lies in the creation of a society in which people can interact across racial and ethnic lines free from constraints imposed by contemporaneous acts of racial discrimination or by
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vestiges of prior discrimination. Central to this belief, however, is that the process of integration must manifest a respect for the human dignity of all races and ethnic groups.

Realizing Brown's integrative ideal in the field of public education has not been easy. From 1955 to the 1970s there were active efforts by civil rights organizations and the federal government, particularly in the South but ultimately moving North to places like Boston\(^3\) and Detroit\(^4\) and West to Denver\(^5\) and Pasadena,\(^6\) to achieve meaningful restructuring of segregated school systems.

Early resistance in the courts and in the streets to implementation of Brown's desegregation mandate was both vigorous and entrenched.\(^7\) Despite those difficulties, in 1962, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. envisioned an America that would move beyond desegregation to integration within ten years. This was the ultimate goal of the Civil Rights Movement. He said:

> We do not have to look very far to see the pernicious effects of a desegregated society that is not integrated. It leads to "physical proximity without spiritual affinity." It gives us a society where men are physically desegregated and spiritually segregated, where elbows are together and hearts are apart. It gives us special togetherness and spiritual apathy. It leaves us with a stagnant equality of sameness rather than a constructive equality of oneness.\(^8\)

King defined integration as "the positive acceptance of desegregation and the welcomed participation of Negroes into the total range of human activities."\(^9\)

There was, however, a gradual waning of support in the courts in the 1970s and 1980s for large-scale school desegregation programs. It is a trend that has been reinforced by Supreme Court decisions over the past fifteen years that have emphasized the importance of federal courts' getting out of the business of overseeing school districts and leaving it to state and local authorities to carry out their educational mission.\(^10\) This retrenchment was propelled in significant part by the fact that media attention and political debate with respect to school desegregation focused principally on the burden white children and their parents had to shoulder as a result of federal court rulings requiring dismantling of

\(^3\) Morgan v. Kerrigan, 509 F.2d 580 (1st Cir. 1974).
\(^8\) Martin Luther King, Jr., The Ethical Demands for Integration, in A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings of Martin Luther King, Jr. 118 (James J. Washington ed., 1986).
\(^9\) Id.
racially-dual school systems. Largely ignored was the degree to which black children and their parents, teachers, and school administrators suffered significantly in the process, from the physical threats and assaults that necessitated the calling out of the National Guard to escort nine black children into Little Rock High School in the late 1950s,\textsuperscript{11} to economic sanctions used to discourage black families from sending their children to formerly all-white schools,\textsuperscript{12} to dismissals and demotions of black school personnel. Moreover, it was not always clear to these black families that, for all their sacrifices, the desegregation process was providing their children with the benefits that they had sought above all else: a quality education.\textsuperscript{13} I call it the "\textit{Brown Blues}."\textsuperscript{14}

Given this history, it is not surprising that some blacks have appeared, in recent years, to turn away from the integrative ideal. They have, for example, urged school boards and courts to end busing programs and to reassign their children to neighborhood schools, despite their knowledge that doing so would result in the racial re-segregation of their children into all-black or virtually all-black facilities.\textsuperscript{15} In Milwaukee and Detroit, blacks sought the creation of all-black male academies.\textsuperscript{16} Where proposed plans for desegregation of racially-dual systems of higher education were being considered, such as in Louisiana, alumni groups from historically black institutions and state officials could be found on the same side in opposing the merger of black and white institutions.\textsuperscript{17}.

The reasoning behind these and other developments suggesting that blacks are turning away in large numbers from the integrative ideal of \textit{Brown} are complex and more nuanced than they appear.\textsuperscript{18} Public opinion polls and other indicators continue to show consistent support in the black community for school integration.\textsuperscript{19} The high degree of attraction among blacks for school vouchers also points in the direction of a desire for racially-integrated rather than racially-segregated educational experiences for black children.\textsuperscript{20} At root, what black parents seem to be saying is that racial integration is a desirable but neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for ensuring that their children come away
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from their public school experiences well-grounded in reading, writing, and arithmetic, as well as in algebra, calculus, Latin, Spanish, French, and computer science. These developments also reflect a desire on their part to regain some of the black community’s solidarity and to reestablish the institutions central to that community that were seriously eroded or destroyed in the desegregation process.21 Although I am an integrationist, in Dr. King’s sense, I have come to understand, I hope, the extent to which the aforementioned occurrences reflect a reaction to the burdens of Brown, a pragmatic recognition of the logistic limits of court-ordered desegregation and an assertion of ethnic pride in the face of many disparagements by the larger society. I view them, however, as only short-term measures that should not deter us from the ultimate goal of achieving an integrated America.

But what about housing segregation and discrimination? Have blacks been forced to rethink the integrative ideal in that respect, as well?

It is common knowledge, and the courts have consequently recognized, that the segregated character of public education is closely correlated with residential segregation.22 The historical record is replete with evidence of the extent to which school officials have located facilities or tailored student capacities with full knowledge and intent that their enrollments would consequently be all black or all white. It also reveals that public housing officials have built projects in areas of high black residential concentration, exacerbating existing school segregation. Segregated housing caused segregated schools; communities where school children were intentionally segregated by race, also resulted in more segregated housing.23

It is also well-established that myriad private and public actors—realtors, state and local zoning and transportation authorities, federal lending and housing agencies, and state courts—have conspired for generations to bequeath us a contemporaneous American society that reflects a persistent, intense, and extensive pattern of racial residential segregation. Some scholars have been moved to describe this pattern of racial residential segregation as “American Apartheid.”24

An integrative ideal has long been present, however, with respect to equal housing opportunities. In 1938, a black man brought suit challenging the legality of racially-restrictive covenants in Chicago. These covenants prohibited even willing whites from renting or selling land covered by such agreements to blacks.
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After losing in the state courts, he sought review in the United States Supreme Court. Although the Court ruled in his favor on procedural grounds, allowing him to keep the property he had purchased, it declined there to address the constitutionality of such covenants. 25 It was not until 1948 that the Court did so, holding that judicial enforcement of racially-restrictive covenants violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 26 There is some poetry in the fact that over a quarter-century later, the daughter of that same black man who challenged restrictive covenants in Chicago, Lorraine Hansberry, wrote the critically-acclaimed play, A Raisin in the Sun. It dealt with the desire of a black family to move out of a predominantly black area of Chicago to one of the city’s neighborhoods bordering the suburbs and the local resistance it encountered after buying a home there. 27 Hansberry’s play enjoyed success, in part, because it captured poignantly a longing that members of all racial and ethnic groups have felt to better their living conditions, to experience “the American Dream.” I am convinced that A Raisin in the Sun is also very much about a black sense of the integrative ideal; the family’s move was an affirmation of its members’ human dignity and their desire to be a part of, not isolated from, the larger society. 28

The Supreme Court’s decision declaring judicial enforcement of racially-restrictive covenants improved slightly the ability of blacks to find housing in previously all-white residential areas. It needs to be underscored, however, that restrictive covenants were not outlawed by the 1948 Supreme Court decision. 29 Consequently, whites continued to enter into such contractual relationships so long as no judicial enforcement was sought and no state law prohibited them. Where states attempted to address racially discriminatory practices in housing; referenda and local ordinances were deployed to blunt or thwart their effectiveness. In several cases, the Court held such stratagems unconstitutional but “blinked” at others that also had serious racially-segregated consequences. 30

Moreover, well into the 1960s, courts found that municipal governments and local housing authorities systematically located and assigned tenants in public housing with the intent of creating and maintaining segregated residential areas. 31 The most notable example of such practices was in Chicago, where federal courts found that the public housing authority there had, with the knowledge and approval of the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD),

deliberately selected family public housing sites in Chicago to avoid the placement of Negro families in white neighborhoods.  

Dr. King did not live to see even a desegregated society, much less an integrated one. Ironically, however, his assassination provided the final catalyst that the United States Congress needed to enact a federal law providing for “fair housing throughout the United States.” King was assassinated on April 4, 1968. The Fair Housing Act was subsequently signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson on April 11, 1968. That Act, thereafter amended in certain respects, generally banned discrimination on grounds of race, color, religion, or national origin in the sale or rental of housing. What is notable about the passage of the Fair Housing Act and early judicial construction of its provisions was the extent to which racial integration was viewed as one of its central objectives. Walter Mondale, a senator at the time (and later Vice-President), was a chief sponsor of the Act. After the Fair Housing Act was passed, he stated that “once and for all we have decided, as a nation, to live together, not separately” and that the new law would replace highly segregated urban areas with “truly integrated and balanced living patterns.”

In the first decade after the Fair Housing Act went into effect, the Supreme Court recognized explicitly something that Brown and its progeny in the field of school desegregation had not: that integration was a goal for the Nation as a whole—beneficial to blacks and whites alike. As I mentioned earlier, the Brown court clearly emphasized the importance of ensuring that black and white children were educated to live in a desegregated society in order for them to assume their status as full citizens. But, for reasons that were understandably dictated by its finding that segregated black schools were categorically inferior to those attended by whites, it also stressed principally the benefits black students would gain from an end to state-imposed racial segregation in public education. However, little attention was given by the Court, then or later, to the damage racial segregation had done to white students and how they, too, would benefit from the fall of racially-dual systems.

The events that occasioned these broad constructions of the Fair Housing Act grew, in contrast, out of efforts by white individuals and majority white communities to end practices by landlords and realtors that were designed to
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encourage and reinforce residential segregation. The specific question presented for the Supreme Court’s resolution in these cases was whether these parties, rather than blacks who were targets of discriminatory practices, had standing to sue under the Fair Housing Act. The Court held that they did. In one early case, brought in San Francisco, white tenants of an apartment complex claimed that they had been injured, within the contemplation of the Act, by their landlord’s racially discriminatory practices. The injury, they asserted, consisted of their having (1) lost the social benefits of living in an integrated community, (2) missed business and professional advantages that would have accrued from living with members of minority groups, and (3) suffered from being “stigmatized” as residents of a “white ghetto.” The Supreme Court found that their alleged injuries were within those that Congress sought to address when it passed the Fair Housing Act.

In another case, officials in a town near Chicago claimed that realtors in the area were intentionally “steering” prospective white homebuyers to one part of the community and black homebuyers to another part in a way that exacerbated residential segregation. The Supreme Court found that the case was properly brought under the Fair Housing Act because, among other things, “there can be no question about the importance to a community of promoting stable, racially integrated housing.” The Court also recognized that “block busting” as well as “steering” violated the Fair Housing Act. “Block busting” involves exploiting—usually by realtors—fears of racial change in majority white communities by directly perpetuating rumors and soliciting sales in target neighborhoods in order to facilitate the purchase of houses of white residents cheaply only to resell them at a profit to black homebuyers.

Blacks were provided in 1968 moreover, with another federal statutory tool to challenge certain forms of housing discrimination, a provision that had been on the federal statute books since at least 1866, but only fully interpreted by the Supreme Court in 1968. The timing of that decision is interesting. The Court heard argument on April 1, 1968 and April 2, 1968 in a case brought by a black couple denied the right to purchase a lot and home in a suburb of St. Louis because it was the real estate company’s general policy not to sell to blacks. On April 4, 1968, King was assassinated. On April 11, 1968, the Fair Housing Act became law. Finally, in June of 1968, the Supreme Court held in the St. Louis case that the largely ignored federal statute expressed Congress’ intent to ensure that “a dollar in the hands of a Negro will purchase the same thing as a dollar in the hands of a white man.”
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Courts have not found interpreting provisions of the Fair Housing Act unproblematic, however. In some instances, efforts by municipalities and landlords to address problems of residential segregation have been viewed by the courts and by some segments of the black community, as well, as restricting rather than expanding housing opportunities for blacks. In one such case, at issue was the legality of a program maintained by the operator of a large housing development in New York. Under the program, the apartment operator maintained a racial distribution of sixty-four percent white, twenty-two percent black, and eight percent Hispanic. The operator claimed that the quotas were necessary to prevent the loss of white tenants, which would transform the housing development into a predominantly minority complex. He pointed to the difficulty he experienced in attracting an integrated applicant pool from the time the apartment development opened, despite extensive advertising and promotional efforts. Once the “racial balance” plan was adopted, the respective percentages of white and black tenants remained relatively stable for almost a decade. A federal appellate court held, however, that the program violated the Fair Housing Act.\textsuperscript{45}

In another case, a township in New Jersey enacted an ordinance that prohibited signs advertising the sale of homes within its jurisdiction in order to stem white flight and promote racial integration. The United States Supreme Court struck down the ordinance.\textsuperscript{46} Although the Court acknowledged the importance of the township’s asserted goal of promoting stable, integrated housing, it held that the objective could be achieved in ways other than by violating the First Amendment commercial speech rights of home sellers and buyers, as did the ordinance in question. As well-intentioned as both these programs and others like them might have been, they embodied (explicitly or implicitly) the notion of a “tipping point” beyond which whites would simply refuse to live in close proximity to blacks. Hence avoidance of reaching that point required, in some instances, limiting the ability of blacks to rent or buy otherwise available housing.\textsuperscript{47} The tension between this theory and the integrative ideal is rather obvious.\textsuperscript{48}
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What has been the result of all of these efforts in terms of reducing the degree of residential segregation in America? One recent study concludes:

Segregation has declined over the past twenty years, and this may be related to the elimination of formal barriers to integration. Indeed, the decline in segregation occurred mainly because formerly all-white areas now have small numbers of black residents, which is strongly suggestive of a lowering of walls against black mobility . . . At the same time, there are more completely black areas in our cities than there have ever been in the past and large amounts of segregation linger. 49

This presents a conundrum, for public opinion polls seem to suggest that a majority of whites and blacks would prefer to live in a mixed neighborhood. 50 Nevertheless, “the reality is that more than [seventy-seven] percent of whites live in a mostly or all white neighborhood, while only [forty-one] percent of blacks live in predominantly black neighborhoods.” 51 One explanation is that whites and blacks simply have different definitions of residential integration and different conceptions of what ratios fall short of the “tipping point.” 52

Why does residential segregation persist? Several possible theories have been suggested. The first is economic differences between the races. Studies have largely rejected this as an explanation. As one group of researchers pointed out, “if residential segregation were a matter of income, rich blacks would live with rich whites and poor blacks with poor whites. This does not happen.” 53 The second theory is that residential segregation can be explained by the preferences of blacks and whites. According to this thesis, members of both races wish “to live in neighborhoods in which their race [is] numerically dominant.” 54 A third attributes the current situation to discriminatory practices by brokers and lenders. 55 Finally, a fourth hypothesis (a variant of the second), focuses on the

52. See Abraham Bell & Gideon Parchomovsky, The Integration Game, 100 COLUM. L. REV. 1965 (2000), for a full discussion of the “tipping theory” and of policy alternatives that might offset the effects of “tipping.”
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special preferences of whites, namely that they result from the continued use of racial stereotypes:

So long as whites believe that blacks lack a work ethic, are prone to criminal activity, and are less intelligent than whites, they will disparage them as neighbors. Bankers and real estate agents may share these stereotypes and then market housing consistent with such beliefs. Blacks, in turn, because they often experience discrimination in seeking housing and knowing they will be unwelcome if they enter white neighborhoods, they “prefer” locations where blacks are numerically dominant.56

Social scientists continue to debate the relative merits of these last three theories. However, I think it fair to say that they all have some basis in fact and experience.57

But what about black suburbanization and the integrative ideal? Although there have been significant increases in the movement of blacks from the cities to suburban areas, they have moved disproportionately to communities closest to the central city where the new arrivals have encountered problems like those they left behind in the inner city. Moreover, such out-migration has produced relatively insignificant increases in residential integration.58

Nevertheless, there has also been much media coverage in recent years of so-called “black upper- and middle-class suburban communities,” usually pockets in counties that have significant white populations.59 Prince George’s County, Maryland, a suburb of Washington, D.C., is often cited in this respect. Some reports suggest that these enclaves reflect a clear preference among affluent blacks to live in predominantly black residential areas.60 Prince George’s County had a black population of twenty percent in the early 1970s. In 2000, it had a black population of sixty percent.61 Moreover, blacks have gained political power—electing, in 1994, the County’s first black County Executive, its highest ranking official.62 The reasons for this movement, however, are complex.

62. David Nakamura & Tracey A. Reeves, Anger at Pr. George’s Deepens Racial Schism, Bowie School
Certainly, blacks have moved to Prince George’s County because they feel more comfortable in communities where they are not viewed as interlopers. Others have moved because they felt that public services and other amenities could be found there that were not available in central city Washington. On a more philosophical note, some suggest that their decision to move is perfectly in keeping with Dr. King’s dream because, as one black Prince George’s County resident stated, “We are fighting for the right to go where we want to go, to make the choice to live where we want to live. We have the freedom of choice which we have exercised.”

The response to the growth in black population in the County has not been entirely positive. Black residents wonder, for example, why major commercial outlets have been reluctant to open stores in the County, despite the presence of a significant high-income population. And most recently, some residents of Bowie, a majority white city within Prince George’s County, demanded that it secede and join a neighboring mostly-white county. In fact, one of the realities of the creation of these upper-end black suburban communities often has to do with changing demographics. Between 1970 and 1980, for example, 156,000 blacks moved into the County, but 170,000 whites moved out—a more affluent form of “white flight” but “white flight,” nevertheless.

Intentional acts of racial discrimination and segregation are still part of daily life in America, as the United States Department of Justice and private housing groups across the country will readily confirm. Consequently, vigorous enforcement of local, state, and federal fair housing laws must continue to be part of the corrective process. Those tools have already contributed to progress by changing not only practices but attitudes, as well, respecting equal opportunity in housing. Certainly, blacks with the economic wherewithal to afford housing in previously white residential areas will be significantly assisted as a result. It is also important to recognize that the effects of governmental actions with respect to housing and zoning are rarely neutral. They are likely to have either integrative or segregative consequences. The former should be preferred.

W.E.B. DuBois stated that “the problem of the 20th Century is the problem of the color line.” It might be said, insofar as housing segregation is concerned, that “the problem of the color line in 21st Century America is the problem of intense concentration of blacks in its urban centers,” the difficulties of blacks in affluent majority black communities, notwithstanding. Unless this national problem
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can be solved, I fear all other efforts to address residential segregation will be for naught. Various solutions have been advanced, from those that focus on addressing the depressed economic conditions of inner city segregated communities by bringing job training and jobs into those areas, to more radical approaches that one advocate described as follows: “The walls that confine those who live within the ghetto must be torn down . . . [W]e must provide those who now live there with the economic means to move into middle- or upper-class neighborhoods.” 68 This proposal, while focused primarily on moving inner city blacks to predominantly white middle- and upper-class neighborhoods, hence strongly integrative, would also include “stable middle-class black communities” in the process. The receiving communities would be defined by class “which will itself mean enhanced access to jobs, betters schools and social services, nicer housing and higher-quality retail establishments.” 69

All of these proposals, as the foregoing examples suggest, attempt to respond to one central and undeniable fact, namely that there has been a spatial mismatch between where black inner city residents live and where true economic opportunities can be found. Simply put, such residents have relatively low levels of employment skills whereas the major source of employment for that work force exists outside the inner city and increasingly outside of even close-in majority black suburbs. 70

For those who advance proposals to address the plight of inner city blacks, much of their inspiration comes from the results of an open housing program, the “Gautreaux Program,” that was launched as part of the remedy for the federal court orders finding, and a history of segregative practices by the Chicago Housing Authority and HUD. 71 Under that program, which operated from 1976 to 1998 and involved over seven thousand public housing tenant families, residents were randomly assigned to white, middle-class suburban communities and given rent subsidies to allow them to meet market rates in those areas for private housing. It was a mobility program with clearly articulated “integrationist goals.” 72 Longitudinal studies done of families who moved to the suburbs as compared with black families that remained in inner city neighborhoods have
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shown quite positive results, not only in terms of the quality of their housing, but in other important respects as well. For example, one study followed children in the program and found that "by the time that they were young adults, those who moved to the suburbs were much more likely to graduate from high school, attend college, attend four-year colleges and (if not in college) were employed and had jobs with better pay and with benefits than those who remained behind." And, despite assertions of some critics of the program at its outset that most families assigned to the suburbs would not remain for long, recent studies have found that over two-thirds of suburb-movers remained in the suburbs seven or more years after entering them.

The Chicago program helped motivate the development by HUD in 1994 of an experimental housing mobility program in Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York, that explicitly uses random assignment of a sub-group of families in both public housing, as well as private assisted housing in poor residential areas, to wealthier communities. Early returns suggest very positive outcomes for those families as compared with the control groups. In 1998, Congress enacted a major restructuring of the federal public housing and assisted private housing programs. Its aim is to meet the national objective of providing safe, affordable homes in healthy environments to low-income families by "facilitating mixed income communities and decreasing concentrations of poverty in public housing."

In response to this fundamental change in federal housing law, the Chicago Housing Authority is implementing a $1.5 billion overhaul of its public housing program that calls for the demolition of scores of high-rise structures, and the redevelopment or rebuilding of twenty-five thousand housing units over the next five to seven years. Residents will be offered relocation within their own development, relocation to another development or relocation with vouchers that will permit them to find housing at market rates both inside and outside of Chicago. Those receiving vouchers will be provided with counseling by a network of public and private organizations with the aim of avoiding the
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reinstitution of centralized impoverished areas proximate to the location of the demolished public housing facilities.80

This second Chicago experiment is likely to serve as the critical test of the government’s capacity to effectively address the intractable problems of poor, predominantly black population concentrations in urban America. It may also provide valuable evidence to confirm or challenge the thesis that economic and social advancement for inner city blacks depends upon their out-migration. According to recent census figures, Chicago has reversed fifty years of population decline.81 Hispanic and Asian populations have increased and the percentages of blacks and whites have declined only slightly. Chicago is described as a city now with large numbers of hospitals and health care businesses that provide both entry-level and higher paying jobs; a variety of tourism- and convention-related jobs; and traditional manufacturing jobs. City officials contend that the population decline vindicates their efforts directed at “improving neighborhoods, renovating old buildings, luring businesses with tax incentives and other economic benefits, supporting cultural programs and improving public spaces with trees, flowers and wrought-iron accents.”82 Given these circumstances, it is not unreasonable to ask why all black inner city residents should have to leave a city with distinguished institutions of higher education, world-class museums and art galleries, public transportation systems, a vibrant economic environment, and multiple sources of recreation and entertainment and move out to the suburbs to realize the integrative ideal.83

Dr. King said that he could never come to understand his total capacity until he was able to live in, not just a desegregated society, but an integrated society. He asserted that “I cannot be free until I have had the opportunity to fulfill my total capacity untrammled by an artificial hindrance or barrier.”84 Clearly, many of those hindrances and barriers in the field of housing will continue to retard progress in race relations in the short-term. The long-term goal, however, must be to see to their permanent removal.
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